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Abstract – Non-invasive measurement techniques are widely used for the investigation of living tree
and wood material. Principles and methods from other fields of science form the basis of these
techniques. Electrical impedance measurement, which is adopted mainly from applied geophysics,
plays an important role in the investigation of living trees and wood material. Unlike other
measurement techniques that provide mainly physical information, electrical impedance measurement
is able to gather either physical or chemical information. There are several published accounts of the use of
Electrical Impedance Tomography mainly for examining internal decay, estimation of sapwood, and
heartwood width. The advantages of the method are its low costs and rapid execution; however, low
spatial resolution is still one of the most glaring limits of the method. Use of a new, self-developed,
high resolution measurement system provides new opportunities to gain better insights into the
characterisation of wood material. As well as high accuracy and resolution, the measurement system is
able to operate in a wide frequency range. This expands the examined parameters making it possible to
extend the gained information and develop new methods for the investigation of living trees and wood
material. The aim of our publication is to introduce some experimental results in the investigation of
spatial resolution our system measured on a wooden disc.
multi-frequency Electrical Impedance Measurement / spatial resolution / wood disk

Kivonat – Fakorongok multi-frekvenciás elektromos impedancia mérése. Az élőfák és faanyagok
vizsgálatához különböző méréstechnikai eljárásokat alkalmaznak. Ezek alapját elsősorban más
tudományterületekről hozott elvek és módszerek képezik. Az elektromos ellenállás (impedancia)
mérés, melyet a geofizikai gyakorlatból adoptáltak, ezek között nem kevésbé fontos szerepet tölt be,
ugyanis míg a mérési módszerek többsége szerkezeti, fizikai információt szolgáltat, addig az
elektromos módszerek a fizikai mellett kémiai információszerzésre is alkalmasak. Az Elektromos
Impedancia Tomográfiát több ízben publikálták élőfák esetében üregek, illetve szíjács és geszt
vastagság becslésre. Bár a mérési eljárás előnyei közé sorolható a relatív alacsony költségigény és
gyorsaság, összevetve azonban más képalkotó eljárásokkal, a kisebb térbeli felbontás szab határt az
egyes alkalmazások elterjedésének. Egy új, saját fejlesztésű nagy felbontóképességű mérőeszköz
alkalmazása új lehetőségeket nyújthat a felbontás javításában és a faanyag jellemzésében. A
mérőeszközre jellemző, hogy a nagy pontosságú és felbontóképességű méréseket igen széles
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frekvencia-tartományban képes kivitelezni. Ez egy új dimenziót nyit meg az élőfa és faanyag vizsgálat
módszertanában, mely egy új mérési eljárás fejlesztését alapozhatja meg. Jelenlegi publikációnk célja
mérőeszközünk térbeli felbontásának kísérleti ellenőrzése faanyagon.
multi-frekvenciás elektromos impedancia mérés / térbeli felbontás / fakorong

INTRODUCTION
Non-destructive measurement techniques play a crucial role in the evaluation of living trees.
These methods are developed mainly from imaging techniques used in applied geophysics
(Szalai et al. 2002) and medical diagnostics. Imaging techniques from the adaptation of
seismic methods are the most improved. (Divos et al. 1994) These measurements are made by
using acoustic waves. The result of acoustic tomography is generally an approximation of the
spatial distribution of wave velocity in the investigated tree. There are several other nondestructive imaging methods published mostly for the detection of decay in trees. (Divos et al.
1991, Nicolotti et al. 2003, Bucur 2003) These investigation methods are X-ray, gamma ray,
computer tomography, nuclear magnetic imaging, thermal techniques, ground penetrating
radar, microwave methods and electrical tomography.
Electrical tomography methods are used in geophysical sub-surface explorations by
performing on-surface measurements. As an early wood material investigation method,
electrical resistivity measurements were published in (Shortle et al. 1997). The researchers
(Shortle et al. 1997) examined the spatial distribution of electrical resistance in a wooden
disc. The authors performed the published measurements on samples taken from the
wooden disc. Later, other authors published electrical measurement methods applied to
several goals, for example finding discoloured wood, red-heart in beech (Weihs, 2001),
detection of decay in trees (Dubbel et al. 1999; Rust et al. 2007, Brazee et al. 2011);
estimation of sapwood and heartwood width (Bieker et al. 2010.); variation of electrolytes
in Quercus robur (Bieker et al. 2010.). For these purposes, Electrical Resistance
Tomography (ERT) as a non-invasive measurement technique was used. In the case of these
investigations, the measurements and evaluations were performed with single frequency
measurements.
In multi-frequency Electrical Impedance Tomography, we create an electrical field in
the segment of a living tree that is to be investigated. This field depends on spatial
distribution of admittance (or impedance), which is characteristic for the tissue of the tree.
Admittance (reciprocal of impedance) is a physical quantity, which measures how easily an
investigated material allows the injected current to flow through it. The electrical field can
be characterised by the measuring of electrical potentials on the boundary of domain.
Through data collection and evaluation, the spatial distribution of admittance (or
impedance) can be approximated. The speciality of mfEIT is the injected current, which is a
monochromatic sine wave. Thus the measured material can be characterised in time and
frequency domain. (Woo et al. 2007) Testing in time domain includes the EIT in classical
meaning. By adding the measurements in frequency domain, we can measure the transfer
function of the object. Thus we gain a more extended evaluation method for the
investigation of living trees and wood materials that includes the measurement of spatial
distribution of admittance (or impedance) depending on the frequency. The investigated
structure responds dissimilarly in every frequency point.
The aim of mfEIT is to locate several types of anomalies in living trees in the best spatial
resolution possible. To achieve this, equipment with high resolution and an appropriate
electrode configuration is essential. A publication of Beck - Williams (1996) compares the
advantages and disadvantages of several techniques applied in industrial tomography.
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According to their statements (1996), EIT is a relatively cheap, quick, suitable, and simple
imaging technique; but there is a need for research in the refinement of spatial resolution
which is relatively small when compared to other techniques. The spatial resolution of EIT
is determined as the ratio of diameter of the smallest object that can be located and the
average diameter of material in which the measurements are made. According to Beck Williams (1996), the EIT spatial resolution is about 10%, the worst imaging technique in
industrial tomography. A spatial resolution of 10% means that EIT as an imaging method
has the capability to localize a 20 mm object (anomaly) in a 200 mm diameter sample.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The measurement system consists of a high precision generator and a measuring board. The
generator, which can be operated as a current or voltage generator, provides a low-distortion
monochromatic sine wave for the excitation of a measured object in a large frequency
range, between 20 mHz and 90 kHz. The measurement board is in general a data acquisition
system that measures the real and imaginary part of complex voltages with 48 bit resolution.
Amplitude measurement accuracy is 1 ppm and phase measurement accuracy is 0.01°. The
system can execute spectral (Fourier spectrum of signal), spectroscopic, and tomographic
measurements. With wobbler function it is possible to record impedance spectrums and
transfer functions. Tomographic measurements are realized with parallel measurements
using 8 channels. By adding a multiplexer board, it is possible to extend the number of
channels up to 64. Our primary aim is to develop a modern tomographic method, which is
called multi-frequency Electrical Impedance Tomography (mfEIT), for the investigation of
living trees using a measurement system with high accuracy and resolution. In our paper we
demonstrate the results of the experiments dedicated to spatial resolution determination in
wood material.
In order to verify the suitability of our measurement system for mfEIT measurement in
living trees and wood material, we performed an experiment for spatial resolution
determination. We measured wood samples several times – first without an anomaly and later
with an artificial anomaly. A fresh (green) slice of hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) was chosen
for the experiment. The height of the disc was 11 cm; the average diameter was 20 cm. The
measurement setup can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Measurement layout for experiments in hornbeam
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In the first case the log was measured without anomalies. These recordings were used as
background information in the evaluation. Then an anomaly – a small hole – shown in Figure 2,
was made in the sample. Later, additional holes were drilled in the hornbeam disk. The holes
were placed on the line between the source electrodes; the distance of the negative pole of
generator and the centre of the bore was 140 mm. The diameter of the first hole was 8 mm
(4% of the sample diameter); this was increased to 10 mm (5%), 12 mm (6%), 16 mm (8%),
20 mm (10%).

Figure 2. 8 mm diameter bore, drilled into slice of hornbeam for experimental measurements
In this study we applied only 4 electrodes in addition to a ground electrode which was
located at the centre of the disk. In the case of in-situ measurements, we will place the ground
electrode in the soil, near the tree. The applied electrode configuration is shown in Figure 3.
The electrode configuration shown in Figure 3 is called a null array in geophysical
practice (Szalai et al. 2002), which indicates some types of anomalies very sharply. If the
sought anomaly doesn’t exist, the measured values are minimal corresponding to the
inhomogeneity of measured material. When an anomaly can be found in the investigated
material, the measured potential values respond with very sharp changes. Figure 3 shows that
the current generator was connected to the source electrodes (1 and 2) and the potentials were
measured on electrodes 3 and 4. The lines, linking the source (1 and 2) and measuring (3 and 4)
electrodes were perpendicular. That results in the appropriate sensitivity that is characteristic
for null arrays.
We measured the complex voltages on the source and measuring electrodes by applying a
current generator. For calculations we applied the complex voltage measured on source for
reference voltage. The measurements were done with swept sine in a range of 0.1 Hz – 90 kHz,
in 100 frequency points. The voltages, measured on electrodes 3 and 4, are dissimilar to the
reference voltages in every frequency point. This difference, caused by the measured material,
can be characterized by calculating the attenuation of amplitudes and phase difference.
(Figure 4).
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Figure 3. The applied electrode configuration

Figure 4. Illustration of the difference between the measured and reference voltages
measured in linear material
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The collected data is characteristic for the transfer function of the tested material. Thus
the evaluation of collected data is possible in this way:

uout

(1)

uin

(1)

  in  out

(2)

A  20  lg

where
A is the attenuation of signal in measured material (dB)
uout is the magnitude of voltage measured on electrodes 3 and 4

uin is the magnitude of voltage measured on source electrodes
φ is the phase difference
φout is the phase of voltage measured on electrodes 3 and 4 (°)
φin is the phase of voltage measured on source electrodes (°)
We assumed homogeneous electrical properties in the radial – tangential plane, although
in reality, according to our experimental data, there is about a 10% relative difference
between radial and tangential directions. At this stage we tried to ignore this effect, but in the
future we will need to take this into consideration.

RESULTS
The first measurements were made in a log of hornbeam without artificial defect. The aim of
these experiments was to gain information of the electrical stability of the measurement setup.
These measurements were used as background data as well. For the characterisation of
stability of the measurement set-up, single frequency recordings were made with 1 Hz, 5 s
averaging time in 60 s lengths. Coefficients of variation (CV) were calculated. The CV values
in general were better than 0,5% (at 1 Hz). Thereafter the transfer functions were measured.
In every experimental case the transfer function was recorded 3 times. From these the average
CV values were calculated, which were better than 0,05% for magnitude and better than 10%
for phase (calculated on the total frequency range).
The measured transfer functions for all experimental cases are shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5 shows the attenuation and phase versus frequency – called a Bode diagram.
Both of these characteristics are specific for the investigated material. Thus, for the evaluation
of the measurements, both of the curves have to be taken into consideration. The attenuation
is represented in dB unit and the phase in degree. According to Figure 5, the attenuation
curves have the same character. At low frequency, they have maximal values and they
decrease monotonically. The shape of attenuation curves is specific for the material properties.
The difference between maximum and minimum attenuation values is 3.29 dB in the case of
measurement without bore. The phase diagrams are characteristic for the wood material. At
low frequency the phase starts on the minimum values and then it increases until 100 Hz
before it decreases and increases again. The dynamic range of phase alternation is 9.89°.
Figure 5 clearly shows the differences between experimental cases. The hole drilled into
the log in physical aspect is equivalent to placing a non-conductive media into a conductive.
This coarse intervention should result in significant change in the measured attenuation. This
can be seen in Figure 5 as well. The smallest attenuation values were measured without an
anomaly. Then with the addition of non-conductive media, the attenuation values increase
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consequently. The experimental cases can easily be distinguished in Figure 5. The correlation
of attenuation curves and the size of the bore can be clearly seen. The phase values indicate
the anomaly clearly as well. By increasing the diameter of non-conductive media at low
frequency, the phase is decreasing. Between 1 Hz and 4 kHz the phase curves have nearly the
same values. Thus in this frequency range, the phase measurement isn’t capable of
distinguishing the diameter of an anomaly. At higher frequencies the phase curves become
separated and they indicate the diameter of non-conducting media. Contrary to the change at
low frequencies, at a higher frequency range according to the increasing diameter of an
anomaly, the phase curves shift to higher values. It is evident that phase measurement
provides new information about the investigation of trees and wood material. If an anomaly
exists in investigated media, the measured phase curves will characterise the anomaly. Thus
by combining the tomographic measurement with the recording of the transfer function of
investigated tree or wood material, a characterisation of an existing anomaly can be gained.

Figure 5. Transfer functions measured in hornbeam log
without (0) and with non-conducting media of several diameters
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The obtained results clearly show that the multi-frequency approach offers more extended
information about the investigated wood material than the traditional EIT, or ERT methods.
Evaluating the attenuation of measured signals represents a possibility to draw conclusions
about electrical properties, size and shape of an investigated anomaly. The published
experiment shows that the attenuation curves (Figure 5) – according to the results performed
without a bore – are in correlation with the diameter of bores: with the increasing diameter of
a bore, the difference of actual and 0 curves is increasing. The phase curves (Figure 5)
represent the extended information, which is a result of multi-frequency investigation. The 0
curve is characteristic for wood material. With the addition of an anomaly, a non-conductive
media (bore), the shape of phase curves became distorted. This alteration is in correlation with
material properties of the added anomaly. The phase curves can be examined in low, middle,
and high frequency intervals because the response of curves is different in these intervals.
This is an important opportunity for enhancing the selectivity of measurement.
Summarising the results: using the multi-frequency approach offers a possibility to
develop a mfEIT tool for tree evaluation with better – at least 4% – spatial resolution
compared to the 10% reported in the literature, Beck (1996).
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